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Florida Artist Blacksmith Association

PRESIDENT’S
MESSAGE
Welcome to the President’s
Corner.
Here we are at the closing of
another year and what a year it has
been. First, I would like to thank
each of you for the privilege you have extended me of
being President of this wonderful giving organization.
Each of you are the heart and soul of the organization and
are to be commended for your giving spirit of time, talent,
knowledge, and products in the furtherance of the
development of the organizational goals. With this being
said we also need to remember two of our members who
passed this year, Pete Brandenburg and Virgil Mayo.
This year also starts with a board that has a new
Treasurer, Cassandra Garcia, and a new NW Coordinator,
John Pfund. When you see them, please encourage them
and assist them as the occasions may arise. This would
also apply to any of the exiting board members as each of
us is going to need assistance from time to time.
My goal for this coming year is to increase the number
of members with the Journeyman Blacksmith recognition
and I believe this is possible with the individual questions
that I have fielded with the program. With stronger skills,
the organization will have a better foundation for the
future along with retained growth, an issue since our
inception.
One key way to increase your knowledge is through
education. Consider applying for the Jerry Grice
Scholarship (p. 11) before the December 31st deadline!
We welcome one new member this month, Jeffery
Ferro of Sarasota. When you see him at our meetings,
please extend a warm welcome and invite him to your
forge.

Be Safe and Happy Hammering,
John Boy Watson

Established May 18, 1985

The Florida Artist Blacksmith
Association Southeast Region will be
hosting our Quarterly Statewide
Meeting the weekend of February
21st and 22nd.
Demonstrators:
Francis “Trez” Cole will teach a hammer
making class.
Joel Schwartz founder of Schwartz's Forge
and Metalworks, Inc will demonstrate.
Shaun Williams will conduct a medieval
helmet making class.
This should be an amazing conference and
we’re hoping to have a really great turnout. Hope
to see you all there. Look for more information in
the next Clinker Breaker and on FABA’s website
www.blacksmithing.org and Facebook page.

(Trez Cole’s idea of light hammering, with holder Travis Meek.)

FOR WHOM THE ANVIL TOLLS
Submitted by Clyde Payton
Our Blacksmithing Community has lost a dear family member – Virgil Mayo of Blountstown,
Florida died November 24, 2014. He was 90 years young, a World War II Veteran, Army
Commissioned Officer, a University of Florida alumnus, a graduate of the University Of Florida
College Of Law, ran a general law practice in Blountstown, and in 1963 was appointed Public
Defender by Governor Ferris Bryant, where he remained until retirement in 2002. He and his
Darling Bride, Fran, were married for 65 years.
Virgil had many special interests during his long life – among them antique tool and knife
collecting and blacksmithing. Virgil was a long-time member of FABA and an avid supporter of the
Panhandle Pioneer Settlement. He often demonstrated for school
children at the Panhandle Settlement.
So – the next time you light up your forge, remember to toll your anvil
in remembrance of Virgil Mayo – A Beloved Brother – A Beloved
Blacksmith.
Cards may be sent to Fran and the family at:
15746 SE Pear Street
Blountstown, FL 32424
Florida Artist Blacksmith Association (FABA)
is a not-for-profit organization chartered with the State of

Florida and is dedicated to promoting and expanding the
horizons of architectural, artistic and practical
blacksmithing while preserving the rich heritage of this
craft. FABA Officers and members assume no
responsibility or liability for injuries or damage caused as
a result of the use of any information, materials, design,
techniques, etc. contained in this newsletter, our website,
http://www.blacksmithing.org, our Facebook Page or
provided at meetings or demonstrations.
Contributions to FABA are tax-deductible to the extent
provided by law. FABA publishes the Florida Clinker
Breaker monthly and FABA membership includes a
subscription. We solicit correspondence and unpaid
articles on any subjects related to FABA’s purposes.
Send to: editor@blacksmithing.org Materials submitted
must be your own work and citations of others must be
clearly identified. By submitting material, you are
allowing FABA to edit, print and post them to FABA’s
website. ABANA Chapter newsletters may reprint noncopyrighted material if it is credited to the author and this
newsletter. You need the publisher’s permission to
reprint copyrighted material unless otherwise noted.
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Calendar of Events
The calendar includes events of interest to the blacksmithing community. The regions have no boundaries - everyone is welcome everywhere. Come
to more than one if you can. We hold regular meetings in each region on the following Saturdays of each month: NE-1st, NW-2nd, SE-3rd, SW-4th
except for quarterly Statewide meetings. The actual dates vary so check the schedule below. Our meetings are informal gatherings around the forge.
Prospective members are always welcome. Come for all or any part of a meeting, bring your tools or just watch. Most meetings run from 9 AM to 4 PM
and you’ll want to bring a bag lunch if not otherwise noted. If you have any questions about meetings, please contact the Regional Coordinators:

Northeast Region
Northwest Region
Southeast Region
Southwest Region

Bob Jacoby
Roger Bell
Shaun Williams
Lisa Anne Conner

NE Jan 3 Pioneer Settlement for the
Creative Arts, Barberville

904-613-2626
850-566-4629
954-274-4119
813-505-8041

bobjacoby@bellsouth.net
bellrgr@yahoo.com
chevaliervaliant@yahoo.com
MelisandeAubrey@hotmail.com

NW Jan 10 Bob Stott’s Forge, Day Dr.,
Bainbridge, GA, 39817 Ph229 515 0383

Day Dr.

US 84
Dothan Rd

US 27
Colquitt Hwy

Bainbridge, GA

US 84
GA 1
State Line

SE Jan 17, Tanah Keeta Boy Scout Camp
8501 SE Boy Scout Rd, Tequesta FL 33469

FL 63

Havana, FL \/

SW Jan 24, Jerry Wolfe’s
Forge - cell 941-355-5615

NE - December Meeting

REGIONAL REPORTS
SE - November Meeting
Hello again everyone and HAPPY HOLIDAYS!!!!. I
hope everyone is filled with holiday cheer. As for the SE
Region, we’re still busy being as naughty as possible to
ensure that Santa brings us coal for Christmas. Our
November meeting was held at Tanah Keeta Boy Scout
Reservation, where Peter Hill, Ralph Nettles, Sylvia
Andrassy, Chad Connell and I spent a LONG day
teaching two groups of scouts the blacksmithing portion
of the Metal Working merit badge, from 9 am to 6 pm.
We continue to hold an open forge at my shop most
every Sunday, called the “Sunday Bunch.” Regular
attendees are Sylvia Andrassy, Amy McGrotty and
Cameron Baird. Despite their recent introduction to
blacksmithing, Sylvia and Amy are both making great
strides at learning the art and technique of blacksmithing.
The Iron Ladies will be doing a team striking
demonstration this Saturday at our regional meeting,
making a hot cut for our Russian anvils. Cameron Baird
is another young and enthusiastic blacksmith whose skill
and knowledge is rapidly increasing. Cameron and I
made short work of striking a hot cut out of a piece of
axle shaft at our most recent Sunday meeting.
With the help of some great friends, I’m proud to say
that my own personal endeavors in blacksmithing are
progressing as I have recently incorporated as Dark Angel
Armory and Forge, LLC. I’m excited by all the
opportunities for growth that have presented themselves.
My shop is working on a large public art piece that will be
on display at The Love Burn, a Burning Man event being
held on Key Biscayne on Valentine’s Day weekend 2015.
I will be posting pictures of the progress.
If there is any blacksmith in Florida that would be
interested in displaying a “large” art piece at The Love
Burn, please contact me. Organizers are offering to help
with the logistics of picking up large pieces, displaying
them and then returning them to the artists. The theme of
the Love Burn is “Heroes & Villains” but there are no
restrictions on the art piece subject.
The Southeast Region will be hosting our regional
conference the weekend of February 21st and 22nd.
See page 1 for details. Hope to see you all there.
Our January SE meeting will be held at Tanah
Keeta on Jan. 17th, starting at 9 am. We will have a
demonstrator and open forges. We will be doing an "Iron
in the Hat," so please bring any items that you would like
to donate. Typical donation items are raw materials for
blacksmithing projects and/or finished projects. The
funds raised from Iron in the Hat support the SE Region.

Shaun Williams

The NE Region's December meeting was held at Allen
and Chloe Hardwicke's house in Altoona. This is our
annual Christmas gathering that Allen and Chloe have
hosted for many years. The meeting was well attended
with over 50 smiths.
Steve Estenson demonstrated at the Forge early in the
morning followed by a fantastic turkey dinner (for
lunch!). The highlight of the day was when Allen and
Reggie shot The anvil. See Bob Jacoby's Facebook page
for the video. A great
time was had by all and
big thanks to Allen and
Chloe.
NE Region January
meeting will be held at
Barberville and will
feature open forges and
work on Journeyman
skills.
The February
meeting will be at Steve
Estenson's.

Bob Jacoby

(Reggie and Allen Hardwicke set
up the anvil shoot.)

NW
The December meeting was held at Rex Anderson's
shop. Thomas Kovacs made a Russian Rose and Marty
Scheese showed how to make a fork in five minutes for
sales production, it was a great meeting. We collected
$289 from Iron in the hat and an auction of the Russian
Rose that Thomas made. We also signed up two new
members. Rex provided chili and we had several covered
dishes for a fine meal.
The January 10 Meeting will be a joint meeting
with the Southern Bladesmiths at Bob Stott’s Forge on
Day Dr. Bainbridge, GA 39817. T. Paul McGowan
will demonstrate. Bring a potluck dish to go along
with venison chili.
Skeeter Prather will host the Feb 14 meeting with
Bill Roberts as demonstrator.

Roger Bell
SW
The January 24 Meeting will be held at Jerry Wolfe’s
Forge in Sarasota. Look for a surprise demonstrator.
Bring a potluck dish to share.
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Gordon Williams’ Copper Patina
By

Gordon Williams & Mike Barton
Introduction:
This is the recipe and method of application that was demonstrated by Gordon Williams at the 2014 FABA Annual Conference in
Ocala, Fl. Caution: Do this outside or in a well ventilated area!
List of Supplies:
1. One gallon of water in a plastic jug.
2. One 32 ounce container root killer crystals (copper sulfate).
3. One 16 ounce bottle of hydrogen peroxide.
4. One gallon muriatic acid.
5. An 8 ounce plastic measuring cup.
6. A small plastic funnel.
7. One 16 ounce empty spray bottle.
Discussion:
1. The water can be purchased anywhere that has it in a plastic jug.
2. Roebic K77 or ZEP Root killer can be purchased at the local big box hardware stores. Check the contents to insure the active
ingredient is at least 98% copper sulfate.
3. The hydrogen peroxide can be purchased at any pharmacy including Whalemart.
4. The Muriatic acid can be purchased at most hardware stores or Whalemart.
5. The measuring cup, funnel, and spray bottle should be readily available at home or pick them up at your favorite store.
6. Repeat after me; "This ain't rocket science."

Let's Mix Some Solution:
1. Put on safety glasses and pour out about 6 ½ ounces of water from the gallon water jug (you might as well drink it, you paid for
it). Carefully pour the same amount of copper sulfate crystals into the gallon water jug. Seal the jug and shake thoroughly to mix
crystals into solution. Check and agitate as necessary to ensure complete mixing of solution.
2. Mark your 16 ounce spray bottle with a line 2 inches from the bottom and then add another line
3 ½ inches from the bottom.
3. Label the area below the 2 inch line CS Solution for copper sulfate solution, label the 1 ½ inch area
between the two lines Muriatic Acid, and label the remaining area above the lines Hydrogen Peroxide.
4. If you removed them, put your safety glasses back on. Remove the spray head from the bottle. Using
the small plastic funnel, carefully pour in the mixed copper sulfate solution and fill the bottle to the top
of the first line marked CS Solution. Put the cap back on the Copper Sulfate solution container.
SAFETY: Always add acid to water or a water solution and do it very slowly. When acid mixes with
water it causes an exothermic reaction causing it to get so hot it boils. If you add the acid to the
water the reaction occurs on the bottom under the water and is less likely to splash acid onto your
skin or in your eyes.
5. Carefully open the container of muriatic acid and, using the small plastic funnel, very slowly add small amounts to the spray
bottle until the liquid level reaches the top of the next fill line marked muriatic acid. Put the cap back on the muriatic acid
container.
6. Open the container of Hydrogen Peroxide and, using the small funnel, slowly add it into the spray bottle until it is filled to
about one inch below the threads at the neck. Put the spray head back on the bottle and carefully shake it to thoroughly mix the
solution. The solution should turn green when it is properly proportioned and thoroughly mixed. Let the solution stand overnight
before use.
7. Put the cap back on the Hydrogen Peroxide bottle and store it, the Copper Sulfate crystals, and the Muriatic Acid bottle.
8. Repeat after me; "This ain't rocket science."

Gordon Williams’ Copper Patina,

continued

Let's Make It Work:
1. Take the piece you wish to apply the copper patina on and lightly sand the areas you want to highlight, with no lower
than 120 grit sand paper, until they are clean of scale and wipe the piece clean of sanding grit.
2. Hold the piece in an open area and lightly spray it with the patina solution. You will see an immediate bright copper
plating of the areas that were cleaned. Let solution stand on piece for a minute or two and then rinse off.
3. Blow off all water or shake it off and let it dry completely, watching for it to develop a slightly rusty haze. Now buff
out the piece with a soft cotton cloth, removing all the haze and buffing until the copper is shiny. Be certain when you
buff the piece all the haze is removed so it will not develop rust.
4. Clear coat the piece immediately after buffing with a satin or high gloss finish as desired.
5. Repeat after me; "This ain't rocket science".
Tips and Tricks:
1. To get a little more of the old copper penny look you can increase the ratio of acid to the mix of the final solution by
starting with about a half an ounce more. Increase the ratio if necessary after testing the Patina solution and checking the
results. Be sure to remark your spray bottle with the new Muriatic Acid level for future reference.
2. You can remove the permanent marker lines on the spray bottle by marking over the permanent marker lines with a dry
erase marker. Wipe off all marker ink with a dry paper towel and then dampen a clean corner of the paper towel to remove
any marker ink left over. When dry, put your new lines on with permanent marker.
3. You can make as many different types of Copper Patina spray bottles as you want. Just be sure to mark them for the
correct mixing ratio and your name for the type of patina created.
4. You can use an old (not worn out or loaded with junk) sanding belt for cleaning up the areas for highlighting with the
Copper Patina solution.

Editor’s Note:

Originally this article,

which was featured in this Clinker Breaker,
was missing it’s last page. I’m so sorry I did
this. The entire article is now restored here
through the wonder of digital cut and paste.

David Reddy
Editor

FREEHAND HAMMER TEXTURING
By: Clyde Payton
Done cold – using ball peen hammer. This surface texturing project by peening is applied here in making a
simple cross. Surface texturing by peening can be applied to virtually any blacksmithing project in part or in whole
– (see picture of window grill).
STOCK: ½” square mild steel for cross – vertical piece 8”, horizontal piece 5”.
-1/2” thick waste piece (torch cut), for base – foot print size and shape is variable
-three finishing nails for rivets.
DESIGN: The most visually pleasing cross is achieved by constructing any cross with the three arms being equal in
length, and the bottom post being approximately 2 ½ times the length of the arms.
Visual pleasure is again implicated if you choose a base with an unorthodox and surprising personality. I once
made a cross thusly and mounted it into an irregular shaped flat stone – it came out beautifully!
STEP X STEP PROCEDURE:
- Cut the two cross pieces to size.
- Cut half laps ½” deep on both pieces using hack saw and
file. Saw inside the layout lines. Finish to size with file.
- Proof the fit, making sure the intersection is at 90 degrees.
- Note: Crosses have a “front and “back” side - the face of the horizontal short piece shows continuously
all the way across on the FRONT of the cross, and the
face of the long vertical piece is “broken” at the point of
intersection.
DRILLING HOLES:
-Fit the two pieces together and, using a spring loaded snap
punch, lay out three punch marks in the intersection – two at
bottom and one at center top.
- Drill the three rivet holes with a drill bit the same size as your
finishing nails.
- Using a drill press, make sure the cross is at 90 degrees and drill
both pieces at the same time. Drill top hole first and insert one of
your nails into the hole – this will help hold the two pieces in
position while the other two holes are being drilled.
PEENING:
- Before peening, clean all pieces thoroughly. Make sure all mill scale is removed. Sand and polish the two
cross pieces to luster finish. The cleaner these surfaces the cleaner and more lustrous the finished project
will be.
- Polish the ball peen of the hammer.
- I like to do my peening in a comfortable chair at a “sit down” anvil. Clean face of anvil and rest each piece
of the cross securely on anvil. ALL surfaces are to be peened, this also includes the three showing ends. All
corners are lightly peened.
- It is very important that all peening strokes be delivered with the same force in order to get an even
appearance.
- Blows must be delivered in consistent time cadence. It will help to practice on a sacrifice piece first.
Note: Before any peening is done, be sure to make a mental note of the horizontal front surface and the vertical
front surface. These two front surfaces should be peened LAST.

AFTER PEENING:
- After all peening is done, polish all surfaces and ends on a buffing wheel using a buffing rouge. It is much
easier to buff now before riveting together.
BASE:
- The base of this cross is a torch cut piece of throw away scrap.
In the center drill a ½” hold and carefully file the round hole to
½” square. Carefully trial-fit as you file in order to get a
precise fit. Clean and polish the top surface only of the base.
At the assembly stage of this project simply spot weld the
vertical member flush to the base at the under side. Grind off
flat any unevenness of your weld with a side grinder.
ASSEMBLY:
- The surface peening will deform the edges of your two half
laps and your three rivet holes slightly. This must be touched
up with file and running the same drill bit through the three
holes again.
-

Insert nail and with end nippers cut the nails leaving about
1/16” protruding for heading. Lay cross on a soft cloth when
setting the rivets this will prevent scuffing on the anvil when
you are setting the rivets. Lightly hammer texture both ends of
the rivets also.

FINISH:
- After assembly hand polish once more and apply two coats of
clear polyurethane.

HAPPY HAMMERING
CLYDE PAYTON

(Window Security Grill for Church Office –
Using hammer texturing on cross only. )

New York City Ironwork

Sheet Metal Gauge Sizes
Compiled by Josh Helm
Ga. /In
3/16
7
8
9
10
1/8
11
12
13
14
15
1/16
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

Decimals
.1875
.179
.164
.150
.135
.125
0.12
.105
.090
.075
.067
.0625
.060
.054
.048
.042
.036
.033
.030
.027
.024
.021
.018
.016
.015
.014
.012

Last Updated:04/02/2013 14:43:49
Courtesy of the Blacksmith Association of Missouri
http://www.bamsite.org/

Florida Artist Blacksmith Association
Jerry Grice Scholarship 2014
This scholarship was established to honor the memory of Jerry Grice, one of our charter members. Its purpose is to
further the craft of blacksmithing and it is available to any FABA member in good standing. The award is limited to
the actual cost or $1000, whichever is lesser. It may be used for materials, tuition, lodging and transportation (paid at
the rate of 43.2 cents per mile or the actual cost of public transportation, whichever is lesser).
A letter of application or a detailed email may be submitted provided the applicant answers the following questions:
1.

What is your name, address and phone number? ___________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________

2.

How much experience in blacksmithing do you have? _______________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________

3.

How will this instruction help you with your blacksmithing craft? _____________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________

4.

What is the name of the school you wish to attend? _________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________

5.

What is the name of the course and the name of the instructor teaching the class? _________________
___________________________________________________________________________________

6.

What costs will be incurred (tuition, lodging, transportation, etc.)? _____________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________

Note: By accepting the Jerry Grice Scholarship, the applicant agrees to provide a demonstration of skills learned and
write a report of the learning experience, including “how-to” for publication in the Clinker Breaker. The next item is
not required, but strongly suggested, that an article made by the new knowledge be offered for auction at the Annual
meeting.
Completed letters of application or emails should be sent to John Butler, Chair, FABA Scholarship Committee, 777
Tyre Road, Havana, FL 32333 or jgbutler@sprintmail.com.
Deadline for receipt is December 31, 2014. Three finalists will be recommended to the Board. The decision of the
Board shall be final. The successful applicant will be notified.
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Gary Kemp, Membership Records
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WebMaster

Michael Kummer

941-345-5745

web@blacksmithing.org

FABA MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION
Florida Artist Blacksmith Association, Inc.
Date __________ New____ Renewal ____
Name_________________________________
Spouse’s Name__________________________
Address_______________________________
_____________________________________
City
State
Zip
Phone:________________________________
E-Mail________________________________
Check here to receive newsletter by PDF______

Credit Card Visa__ MC__ Discover__
#_____________________________________
V code_____ Exp Date___________
Signature______________________________
Your FABA membership begins when your application and
membership fee is received. Membership is per family and lasts one
year. Send $25.00 fee and application to:
Gary Kemp, FABA Treasurer
11045 Fernway Lane
Dade City, FL 33525

Any fees incurred by returned checks will be passed back to the member.

